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“Hay-making is represented by poets as a scene of unalloyed pleasure. No doubt lads and lasses are then
as merry and chirping as grasshoppers, but, nevertheless, in spite of buoyant spirits, hay-making, in sober
truth, is a labor of much heat and great toil – the constant use of the hay-rake and pitch-fork, in hot
weather, being no sinecure.”1

NOTE: This is very drafty; please exercise forgiveness whenever needed.

Short Declarative Sentences about Maintenance and Discipline
The fundamental thing that is maintained is order. Humans (and other creatures) order their
world through its manipulation.2
Maintenance is regular, knowledgeable attention to an ordered entity with the main purpose of
keeping it reliable (that is, ordered in the desired way). Thus:
We could define maintenance as “disciplined attention to sustaining order.”
Absent disciplined watchfulness, you don’t have maintenance, but merely random attention and
action, the effectiveness of which in maintaining order is coincidental if it exists at all.
Discipline is the core organizing principle of maintenance.

Ordering Concepts
Ordering concepts are sets of ideas and practices about and in the world that help impose and
sustain order. Andrew Russell has proposed the idea of the ordering concept: “human concepts
and strategies to organize and use information” using modularity as applied in several fields as
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an example. He argues that “Modularity emerged from all of these contexts as a technical,
aesthetic, and power-laden concept. In short, for people who needed tools to conceptualize and
master complexity, modularity provided an obvious and powerful solution, perhaps even a
glimpse of the deep structure of nature itself.” 3 I have suggested ideas and practices of purity
and cleanliness as an ordering concept, again in several different fields of action and inquiry. 4
Here, I propose the pile - and piling - in its multiple forms as yet another ordering concept.

Piles and Piling
Piles abet order. Sorting – differentiating one type of material or object from another - more
often than not involves pile-making. Moving any other than a tiny quantity of material produces
a pile. Materials – including foods - intended for use away from their origins are often stored in
piles that are by definition temporary, or at least are intended to be. Some piles, though, are
intended for eternity – burial and other ceremonial mounds – and some, though maybe not
planned, last a long time anyway – shell middens, for example. Ramparts and other defensive
piles are important maintainers of order. Some piles are productive; compost piles, piles of
silage. Some piles need to be replenished constantly; piles of coal at power plants, for example,
are constantly being both constructed and torn down.5
Evidence that piles are essential to ordering the world is found among animals. Animal piles;
some octopi construct defensive piles, concealing their lairs; chimpanzees pile leaves to block
the flow of water; elephants pile logs to help reach into trees; and several small rodents make and
store hay.6
Simple piling suggests stacking – a more orderly pile. Stacks have more uniform elements –
sometimes modular - and can be quite maintenance free. It is not difficult to imagine that the
stones cleared from a field would first be piled (the ground thus being ordered), perhaps in a line
to avoid lugging them any distance. Stacking them to form borders and boundaries is a logical
step; walls.7 Likewise, shaping materials for stacking seems a small step from either simply
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amassing materials. Once you have relatively stable shapes, large constructions become
possible; certain well-known monumental structures are in essence stacks of stones.8 Given a
chance, apes will stack boxes to reach high goals.9

A Brief History of Hay or, the Underappreciated Ubiquity of Hay
In 2015, hay was the third largest crop harvested in the United States, trailing only corn and
soybeans.10 It is not an exaggeration to say that hay is one of the true essentials of agriculture.
In most of the world, raising livestock for meat or dairy would not be possible without hay.11
This has, of course long been true; hay is an ancient crop, acknowledged in portrayals of all sorts
going back at least two thousand years or more.12 In and after the 15th century, hay, as with other
elements of agriculture, became the focus of intense interest in England. Most of the books,
pamphlets, and other writings focused on spreading knowledge of better, more efficient use of
farmland and other agricultural resources.
We can view this as regularizing haymaking – propounding some universal set of knowledge that
will improve the process, that is, making hay reliable. Disciplined haymaking, in other words,
with as little wasted activity as possible. The result would be increased yields, and better storage
and utilization of the hay.
Much of what the English farming manuals relate about haymaking is not newly developed
knowledge, but rather traditional understandings and methods.13 Mowing the grass at right time,
when the plants contained maximum nutrition; perhaps the most famous agriculturalist of the
18th century, Jethro Tull, put it this way: “[grass] must be cut before the flowers appear; for when
it stands till full-blown, the most spirituous, volatile, and nourishing parts of its juices are spent
on the next generation . . .”14 Each step in the making of hay was subject to examination and the
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laying out of specific times and methods for performance; dewy mornings, when the grass
“stands best to the scythe,” were for mowing; when the sun was high, “the mower will employ
his time more usefully in making the hay already cut, than in continuing to mow.”15 Likewise for
constructing windrows, and turning the not-yet-hay so it can dry (called “tedding”), gathering the
somewhat dried hay into small sheaves, then into larger stooks, left in the field to dry to the
correct level, then, at last, gathering the stooks into hay stacks, or cocks, to be left in the field
until needed.
The problems were many: rain at the wrong time could keep the harvest from happening, or wet
newly-mown hay, causing it to mold. Disciplined eyes needed to watch and disciplined backs
needed to work to prevent such things from happening. Drying too much, or not enough, were
equally problematic. Dried too much in the field, valuable leaves and buds dropped off the hay
in handling and transport. Too much moisture left in the hay could induce fermentation, and the
heat thus produced could set the stack afire. In the field, this only causes a loss of hay; if in the
barn, however, losses could be large.16
18th century innovations in hay mostly consisted of acknowledging the usefulness of and
nutrition in “artificial grasses,” that is, grasses grown in pastures for hay on purpose, rather than
relying solely on those already there. As one 1790 author put it, “That much of our meadow and
pasture land may be rendered infinitely more valuable than it is at present, by the introduction of
some of our best grasses, is an opinion which has long prevailed among many of the more
enlightened agriculturists of the present age . . .” 17
Hay played a considerable role in agriculture’s mechanization in the 18th and 19th centuries.
Jethro Tull devised his famous seed drill “because he found that his plan for sowing the farm
with sainfoin [one of the “artificial grasses”] in a new manner was hindered by his labourers’
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distaste for his methods.”18 Clarence Danhof places hay right at the beginning of 19th century
mechanization:
The history of the shift from human to animal labor, which characterized the half
century, begins with the hay rake. The harvesting of grass was one of the great
bottlenecks in the applied technology of husbandry; the labor required setting firm
limits on the number of animals that could be wintered and the quality of the care
that they could be given. The problem also set limits on the direct income of
many farms since, in an age of horse transportation, hay was an important cash
crop on farms located close to urban centers or on waterways down which the
heavy and bulky product could be economically moved to market.19
None of these innovations changed the essence of haymaking; it still required skilled, and
disciplined labor to make good hay – sun shining or not – and good hay was essential to piles of
hay that lasted without further care – that is, self-maintaining haystacks.20

Haystacks as an Illustration of a Self-Maintaining Pile
Very little has been written on the actual process of stacking hay to make it last. Many of the
older farm manuals contain some brief descriptions, but not the sort of extensive writing about
how to do, even as with making the hay. Perhaps it was assumed that people knew how to do it
– traditional knowledge that did not need improvement, and thus did not need explication.
Nonetheless, what can be pieced together is that, once again, care and disciplined knowledge and
action were required to stack hay well and reliably.
Stacks were built on layers of brush, or platforms resting on rocks, so that the hay itself had no
contact with the ground. Thorny branches used thus could provide some protection from
rodents. The shape of the stack was key, although variations worked. Hay is “pile[d] up,
widening as the come towards the middle, and afterwards narrowing the stack, till it is brought to
a point; the whole, in some measure, resembling the figure of a cone; the outsides are well raked,
and the top is capped with some good straw, tied fast to the pole.” This assured that the hay “is
not only secured from the depredations of the rats, which cannot enter it, but from damage by the
weather.”21 Sometimes a central pole was used to stabilize the stack; sometimes not.22 The hay,
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passed up to the stackers by a raft of rake-wielding workers, was placed carefully, and pressed
down with their feet, both because a denser stack was more stable, and it blocked wind and rain
from penetrating the interior of the stack. When it reached its full height, it might be formally
thatched, that is, a thick layer of tightly bundled straw placed on top, securely fastened. The
exterior was raked; loose hanging straw removed, and the outer layer aligned so as to shed water.
Geographic and cultural differences in the details and shapes of haystacks are common. Indeed,
even within cultures, “men argued about technique.”23 Those differences notwithstanding, the
stacking of hay remained an essential skill until well into the 19th century, and even longer in
areas of the world that remained un-mechanized. Several developments, including cheap siding,
readily available lumber for framing, and mechanized bailing, made outdoor stacking of hay
increasingly obsolete.24

Conclusion
If well-built, a haystack requires little to no maintenance, that is, it will retain the order imposed
on it without further inputs. Even when the maintenance is built into the haystack system,
though, discipline remains central. Discipline in making the hay itself is central to making sure
the haystack survives by itself; the stack’s function is to preserve the properly made hay.
Knowledge about how to make hay and its storage reliable is certainly important, and
considerable resources have been devoted over time to gathering and disseminating that
knowledge. But executing the hay-making process requires disciplined effort.25
Discipline is the core organizing principle of maintenance. That discipline, though, can
be effected at any point in the production; it is, we might say, transportable or
transposable between process and product. A more reliable final product can be had by
imposing discipline on the production process, and then by, well, maintaining that
discipline.
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